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A significant number of asset management professionals, including portfolio managers and analysts, haven’t
earned a degree higher than a bachelor’s degree.
Indeed, some 39.6% of portfolio managers, analysts and other professionals across the industry haven’t gone
beyond a bachelor’s degree in their educational pursuits, according to a new report by eVestment, which reviewed
35,000 active professionals from 4,500 asset management firms in its database. That’s compared to 38.9% of
investment professionals who hold an MBA and 21.5% who hold master’s degrees in other fields of study, PhDs
and other graduate degrees.
Portfolio managers and analysts accounted for 73.6% of the professional roles reviewed by eVestment.
“From my experience, typically the [portfolio manager and analyst] candidates have more than a bachelor’s
degree. I’m very surprised by that number,” says David Marani, senior recruiter and relationship manager at Drum
Associates, a New Yorkbased executive recruiting firm. Typically the demand from clients is for an MBA or
Masters of Science or Masters of Arts, he adds.
Current job listings for portfolio managers, including open positons at Acadian Asset Management, BNY Mellon,
BNP Paribas Investment Partners and UBS Global Asset Management, seem to echo the report’s findings. The
academic requirements for each position aren’t uniform and range from just a bachelor’s to degree up to a PhD.
For instance, BNP is only looking for a bachelor’s degree in finance, business or accounting for its investment
grade portfolio manager position, while Acadian is seeking a candidate with a graduate degree and a PhD for its
associate portfolio manager opening.
Evestment’s findings come at a time when fund managers are under greater pressure to separate themselves as
competition grows with new firms and products entering the industry. Education or other credentials is one way to
do just that in an increasingly crowded and competitive field.
In 2014 alone, the number of fund sponsors rose from 823 to 867, the highest since 2011 when the number of
firms jumped from 705 to 755, according to the ICI.
In addition, more firms, such as BlackRock, Calvert Investments, MFS, Goldman Sachs and Victory Capital,
are focused on building out their quant, smartbeta, factorbased and other datadriven investment strategies,
putting a focus on identifying managers with PhDs or other degrees, such as those related to science, technology,
engineering and math (STEM).
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In fact, the number of “strategicbeta” exchangetraded products increased from
673 to 844 for the oneyear period ending June 30 2105, while worldwide assets in
“strategicbeta” exchangetraded products jumped from $396 billion to $497 billion,
according to Morningstar.
What’s more, recent research suggests the skills obtained through STEM degrees
may give managers an edge over MBA graduates when it comes to their
performance over time.

Robert Pestreich,
managing director at
executive search firm
Harrison, Stone &
Associates

Yet another reason for the high number of managers and other asset management
professionals without advanced degrees may be the result of their focus in
obtaining more prominent credentials. That includes portfolio managers pursuing
the CFA designation, which is growing in popularity, and is more cost effective
than pursuing an MBA, according to some.
A record 224,000 candidates signed up for one of the three CFA exams this fiscal
year, a six percent increase from last year and an alltime high for the CFA,
according to John Bowman, managing director at the CFA Institute.

Roughly 10% of all portfolio managers and analysts currently hold the CFA designation.
“The CFA designation requires completing three difficult exams and is viewed, in many cases, as more relevant
than an MBA,” says Robert Pestreich, managing director at executive search firm Harrison, Stone & Associates in
New York. “And so, many professionals in the asset management and investment management industry will
complete the CFA instead of going for an MBA degree. It's more prestigious and costs a lot less money.”
However, fund firms aren’t looking for the CFA designation any more now than they ever did in the past, according
to Marani. But it is a plus when a candidate does have the CFA designation, and it’s definitely something that’s
not ignored, he says.
As far as advanced degrees, the preference is usually for an MBA, but fund firms don’t shy away from a master’s
degree in arts or science, he says. On the other hand, a manager looking for PhDs is not as common unless it’s
one of the quant shops that is seeking a manager.
To that end, quant manager Acadian Asset Management’s current ad for an associate portfolio manager on
efinancialcareers lists a graduate degree and a preference for a PhD among the qualifications for the position.
Meantime, the open global asset allocation portfolio manager position at BNY Mellon states candidates can either
have only bachelor’s degree or a master’s degree, although managers with only a BA or BS must have more
investment management experience.
According to the job listing, candidates must have a “Master's in Financial Engineering, Master's in Business
Administration, or BA/BS Degree, preferably in Finance/Economics/Accounting/Mathematics” to be
considered. “CFA is a plus” and bachelor’s degree holders must have five to 10 years of investment experience,
while master’s degree holders or managers with a CFA designation only need three years investment experience.
But while the degree requirements for the current job openings vary, recent research suggests that requiring an
MBA may not be the best stance as portfolio managers with STEM degrees deliver better results than those
managers with MBAs, a recent study concludes.
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Still, when it comes to a bachelor’s degree versus an advanced degree, like an MBA, Marani says firms tend to
opt for a candidate with an advanced degree unless the candidate with only a bachelor’s degree is outstanding.

Credit: eVestment Education Report
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Pįmčǿ Fįřěș PM fǿř İmpřǿpěř Pěřșǿňǻŀ Țřǻđěș

Pįmčǿ čǿňțįňųěđ įțș řǿųģħ ỳěǻř řįģħț ųp țǿ țħě fįňǻŀ đǻỳș ǿf 2014, fįřįňģ pǿřțfǿŀįǿ mǻňǻģěř Řǻħųŀ Șěķșǻřįǻ ǻfțěř ħě ẅǻș fįňěđ fǿř ǻ țřǻđįňģ
vįǿŀǻțįǿň.

Ț. Řǿẅě, Ǻŀŀįǻňż ČĚǾș Ǻňňǿųňčě Řěțįřěměňțș, Șųččěșșǿřș

Țẅǿ čħįěf ěxěčųțįvěș fǿř Ț. Řǿẅě Přįčě ǻňđ Ǻŀŀįǻňż ǻňňǿųňčěđ țħěįř řěțįřěměňțș ǻňđ ňǻměđ țħěįř șųččěșșǿřș.

Pįmčǿ Řěțřěǻțș fřǿm Ěqųįțįěș Pųșħ ǻș Ěqųįțįěș ČİǾ Ŀěǻvěș

Ħįģħ-přǿfįŀě đěpǻřțųřěș čǿňțįňųě țǿ běfǻŀŀ Pįmčǿ, ẅįțħ įțș ģŀǿbǻŀ ěqųįțįěș ČİǾ țħě ŀǻțěșț țǿ đěčǻmp.
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